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SHROPSHIRE COMMUNITY HEALTH NHS TRUST 

 
 

 

1      Introduction 

 
1.1 Shropshire Community Health NHS Trust (SCHT) recognises the contribution of 

appearance to the way in which the organisation is regarded by patients, their families, 
visitors and others who may come into contact with staff employed by the Trust.  The 
Trust recognises that uniform and work wear needs to project a professional image and 
encourage public trust and confidence. However dress and appearance is also linked to 
infection prevention and control (IPC), health and safety, manual handling and the 
moving and handling of patients.  Hence this policy provides guidance to staff and 
managers from all disciplines and staff groups on dress and appearance which is aimed 
at contributing to their health and safety, infection control and security and enhances 
their status as professionals, in whatever role they play within the organisation. 

 
1.2 The policy sets out the organisation’s expectations in relation to the professional 

appearance and identification of Trust staff as well as making explicit the responsibility of 
individuals to ensure that they are complying with relevant legislation and other Trust 
policies.  It is applicable to all staff employed or contracted by the Trust and not just 
those for whom a uniform is supplied. It includes bank and agency staff, staff with 
honorary contracts and all students on placment. For the purpose of this policy, clinical 
staff are defined as all staff having direct contact with patients. All other staff, including 
corporate, receptionists, ward clerks, ancillary or administrative/support staff are defined 
as non -clinical.  

 
1.3 The policy is structured so as to outline the general principles and Trust requirements 

with regard to dress and appearance applicable to all staff in the organisation then goes 
on to outline the particular requirements with regard to dress and appearance in the 
different staff groups.  Appendix 1 details the uniform currently worn by each staff group.  

 
1.4 The organisation recognises that religious and cultural factors may affect an individual’s 

dress. This is considered in Section 9.  
 

2      Relationships with other policies and legal requirements 

 
2.1 The policy has been written taking account of the legal requirements of the following 

regulations: 
 

• Health and Safety at Work Act (1974) and Management of Health and Safety at 
Work Regulations (1999) 

• Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations 

• (1992) 

• Workplace (Health and Safety and Welfare) Regulations (1992) 

• Manual Handling Operations Regulations (1992) 

• The Health and Social Care Act 2008: Code of Practice on the prevention and 
control of infections and related guidance (DH 2010) 
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2.2 The policy reflects other policies in the organisation namely: 
 

• Health and Safety Policy 

• Infection Prevention and Control policies 

• Linen Handling and Laundry Policy 
 

3    Duties 

3.1 Director of Nursing and Quality 

The Director of Nursing and Quality is responsible for overseeing the implementation 
and impact of this policy, making recommendations for change and (through the 
management structure) challenging inappropriate dress and personal presentation of 
staff working for SCHT. 

3.2 Managers and Service Leads 

Managers and service leads should use this policy to help compliance with personal 
presentation with their staff; either as a team or individually and are responsible for: 
 

• Ensuring that staff  including bank and locum staff are aware of this policy and 
comply with its requirements   

• Monitoring staff dress and presentation within their own area of responsibility 

• Ensuring uniform and work wear requirements are sent to candidates attending for 
interview, and raised at interview  

• Ensuring staff are provided with sufficient uniforms to enable them to wear clean 
clothing for each shift or more frequently if required 

• Giving advice and direction to staff who normally wear uniform but may need to wear 
other clothing in exceptional personal circumstances, e.g. during pregnancy 

 

3.3 Staff 

All staff, whilst performing duties on behalf of SCHT, are responsible for maintaining a 
professional standard of personal presentation and that of the staff they manage or 
supervise, within the parameters of this policy, related policies and legal requirements 
(see Section 2) and their own professional body’s guidance.  
 
If members of staff have concerns about their or other’s personal presentation they 
should use this policy and discuss their concerns with their line manager.  

 

4    General principles applicable to all staff groups 

 
4.1 All staff within SCHT, whether required to wear uniform or not and whether or not 

involved in direct patient care should present a professional image at all times.   
 
Therefore: 
 
Staff should be neat, clean and tidy at all times, good standards of personal hygiene 
must be maintained including hair and nails always being clean 
Dress  (uniform or otherwise) should allow for mobility and comfort, be appropriate to the 
role of the staff member, contribute to the organisation’s corporate image and be able to 
be laundered or cleaned easily and regularly. It should always be clean, un-crumpled 
and well maintained 
Staff should be easily identifiable by other staff, patients, families and visitors, wearing 
the identification badges provided by the Trust when engaged in Trust work but not at 
other times 
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• Staff should wear safe, practical, clean footwear, e.g. black shoes, that is appropriate for 
their role and the environment they are working in taking account of Health and Safety 
regulations. Trainers flip-flops and open toed sandals are unacceptable although if 
physiotherapy staff are conducting sessions that require them trainers may be worn. 
Managers discretion can be used where low level access is needed e.g. working with 
Children on the floor in Children’s therapies. 

• Visible tattoos are discouraged and where present should not be offensive to others; 
where they are deemed to be offensive they should be appropriately covered. Facial 
piercings (apart from ears) are not acceptable 

• When a uniform is provided by the Trust, staff’s own clothing should not be worn 

• Unacceptable items of clothing include: shorts, lycra cycling shorts or leggings, denim, 
flip-flops, baseball caps, ‘combat style trousers’ mini-skirts, transparent or see through 
tops, low cut tops or trousers which reveal the midriff, clothing bearing inappropriate 
slogans/logos, holes, tears or rips 
 

5 Staff Groups 

5.1 Clinical staff in uniform 

Uniforms may give staff a recognisable identity that helps to promote public trust and 
confidence but it also needs to be acknowledged that some members of the public 
associate uniforms with the risk of infection. Staff also undertake a variety of duties 
including lifting and handling patients and equipment. It is therefore important for all of 
these reasons that staff in uniform not only present a professional image but maintain 
their own and their patients’ safety.  

 
Therefore  
 

• Staff must adopt the principles of ‘bare below the elbow’ during direct patient care 
activity 

 

• Staff should be easily identifiable by other staff, patients, families and visitors, wearing 
the identification badges provided by the Trust as well as whenever new uniforms are 
ordered, the embroidered logo when engaged in Trust work but not at other times. 
Clinical staff should wear ID cards on or in the pocket below waist level. One other 
appropriate badge may be worn (e.g. professional qualification badge or Trade Union 
badge).Both cards and badges should be cleansed on a regular basis. A weekly 
timescale is advisable as well as immediately if there are any spillages or obvious dirt on 
them. The materials which should be used to do this are detergent wipes or detergent 
and water. Alcohol wipes are not advised as they are not a ‘pure’ cleansing wipe 

 

• Where a uniform is provided staff must wear that uniform in its entirety.  Uniform items 
(e.g. trousers) must not be substituted by non-uniform items. Uniforms issued by the 
Trust must not be used for any other purpose other than duties on behalf of Shropshire 
Community Health NHS Trust. Adaptations to uniforms may be considered on an 
individual basis and agreed locally with the line manager as new clothing 
recommendations become available. EG The wearing of knee padded trousers for floor 
therapy work with children 
 

• Sufficient uniforms should be provided to facilitate the laundry cycle as staff should wear 
a clean uniform each working day. 

 

• Belts and buckles are not to be worn for the following reasons: 
- An infection control point of view - belts and buckles are difficult to clean and require 

the use of brushes. This is time consuming and inevitably does not happen. Hence 
these items are not cleansed and may become a vector of cross infection. 
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- A health and safety risk - they are potentially dangerous and may cause injury to 
patients during moving and handling. 

- Where it is unavoidable to wear a belt a tunic or disposable apron should be worn 
over the belt. 

- If normal trouser belts need to be worn they should have discreet buckles but never 
worn if handling patients. 

- Loos hanging items e.g. Ties should be tucked in or removed for clinical activity. 
 

• Additional clothing, such as cardigans, should not be worn during direct patient contact. 
Cardigans must be folded inwards when taken off to prevent contamination of dress or 
tunic and trousers 

 

• Appropriate footwear should be worn with uniforms.  Shoes should be non-slip, have 
enclosed toes, have low heels and provide support. Trainers, ballet pumps, open toed 
sandals and flip-flops are unacceptable. Black, navy or neutral tights or stockings should 
be worn with dresses; socks are only to be worn with trousers. Managers discretion can 
be used where low level e.g. working with Children on the floor in Children’s therapies 
where trainers may be required. 

 

• Where facilities are available, staff must change out of their uniform promptly at the end 
of a shift and before leaving their place of work (see Section 8) 

 

• Uniforms should be carried separately from other items – clean and dirty uniforms must 
not be transported together 

 

• Access to a spare clean uniform should always be available in the event of the uniform 
becoming contaminated with blood and body fluids 

 

• Fingernails should be short and free of nail varnish including gel nail polish (false nails 
are unacceptable) and  
 

• Hair should be worn neatly above the collar in a style that does not require frequent re-
adjustment 

 

• Staff should not wear jewellery or wristwatches. (Plain wedding bands and small plain 
stud earrings are acceptable); Extra vigilance should be undertaken around the ring 
when performing hand hygiene to remove microorganisms. Visible body piercings should 
be covered, or removed whilst on duty.  

 

• The use of protective clothing, including aprons, gloves, gowns and masks must be 
based on ‘an assessment of risk of transmission of micro-organisms to the patient or to 
the carer, and to the risk of contamination of the healthcare practitioners’ clothing and 
skin by patients’ blood and body fluids, secretions or excretions’ (Pratt et al., 2007). 
Aprons and gloves should not be worn ‘routinely’ by staff, ‘just in case of need’.  
 

• If in uniform, it is unacceptable to chew gum. Smoking whilst in uniform is acceptable in 
designated smoking areas only, most sites are smoke free but if in public, a change into 
own clothes is required or the uniform should be fully covered. 
 

• Uniform should be fully covered if travelling off duty and/or entering public spaces e.g. 
supermarket 
 

5.2 Clinical staff who do not wear uniform (e.g. Health Visitors, , CAMHS staff etc.) 

There are certain clinical groups within SCHT that are not required to wear a uniform.  
However in these cases the dress and personal appearance of the staff member is still 
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important in promoting a positive image of the organisation and staff must remember 
that they still need to comply with regulations and policies such as IPC and Health and 
Safety.   

 
Therefore: 

 
Staff must adopt the principles of ‘bare below the elbow’ if appropriate to your practice 
during direct patient care activity e.g. handling babies. It is advisable to carry appropriate 
spare clothing should your clothes become spoiled in any way. 

 

• Staff should be easily identifiable by other staff, patients, families and visitors.  Staff 
should wear ID cards appropriately e.g. clipped to a pocket or on a safety break SCHT 
lanyard. One other appropriate badge may be worn (e.g. professional qualification badge 
or Trade Union badge). Badges should be cleansed on a regular basis. A weekly 
timescale is advisable as well as immediately should there be any spillages or obvious 
dirt on them. The materials which should be used to do this are detergent wipes or 
detergent and water. Alcohol wipes are not advised as they are not a ‘pure’ cleansing 
wipe. 

  

• Belts and buckles if worn, should be discreet and modest 
 

• Dress should allow for mobility and comfort, be appropriate to the role of the staff 
member, contribute to the organisation’s corporate image and be able to be laundered or 
cleaned easily and regularly. All clothing worn by all staff has the potential to become 
contaminated via environmental micro-organisms, or those originating from patients or 
the wearer, (uniforms are not unique in that respect). 

 
Dress should be modest and professional, Revealing, very short or tight clothing is not 
acceptable.  Staff should wear clothing that allows them to carry out the full range of 
their clinical duties without compromising their own or other people’s dignity 

 

• Staff should wear safe, practical, clean footwear that is appropriate for their role and the 
environment they are working in taking account of Health and Safety regulations.  Shoes 
should be non-slip, have enclosed toes and provide support. Sport training shoes, ballet 
pumps and flip-flops are unacceptable (non sport training shoes are acceptable for non-
uniformed staff). 

 

• Jewellery should be discreet and not impede staff carrying out their duties. Staff should 
remember that the wearing of rings (especially stoned or multiple rings) is associated 
with higher numbers of bacteria on the hands and can affect the effectiveness of hand 
hygiene techniques 

 

• Fingernails should be short and free of nail varnish, including gel polish, (false nails are 
unacceptable) and hair should be worn neatly in a style that does not require frequent 
re-adjustment (Pratt et al., 2007).  Hair must be clean and tidy. 
 

5.3 Wearing of Religious Dress 
 

Culturally appropriate uniforms are already available in many NHS organisations. Some 
items of jewellery can be highly symbolic in certain religions and cultures, so any rules 
against the wearing of these must be justifiable so as not to constitute indirect 
discrimination. However, health and safety and the duty of care to patients are 
paramount. 
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As an employer where everyone counts, SCHT will support groups or individual 
employees to wear articles of clothing etc. that manifest their religious faith, where these 
do not compromise health and safety or patient care.  
 
In many cases the display of religious faith may be subtle and fit well with professional or 
corporate dress. Managers are therefore advised to think about the image they want to 
convey and about how they can work with their staff to allow them to manifest their faith 
in a way that does not conflict with this image, or health and safety requirements, rather 
than provide a very strict and limiting dress code. Mangers should consider taking a 
more enlightened view, one of reasonable accommodation to allow for freedom of dress 
unless the restriction is necessary for a proportionate and legitimate reason. This is in 
line with the views of professional regulatory bodies (notably GMC and NMC). 
 
Any restriction should be connected to a real professional or safety requirement and 
managers will be expected to justify their decision, clearly demonstrating they are not 
indirectly discriminating against employees.. Before making a decision managers are 
advised to check current case law.  The HR team can also be contacted for advice.   

5.4 Non- clinical staff (e.g. administrative / management / corporate) 

Many non-clinical staff are the front face of the organisation and therefore the image 
projected by these staff members is as important as any others in in the way the 
organisation is regarded by patients and the public.  

 
Therefore:  

 

• Dress should allow for mobility and comfort, be appropriate to the role of the staff 
member, contribute to the organisation’s corporate image and be able to be laundered or 
cleaned easily and regularly 

 

• Clothing should be modest and respectable: revealing, very short or tight clothing is 
not acceptable. Staff should wear clothing that allows them to carry out the full range of 
their duties without compromising their own or other people’s dignity 
 

• Staff should be easily identifiable by other staff, patients, families and visitors, 
wearing the identification badges provided by the Trust when engaged in Trust work but 
not at other times 

 

• Staff should wear safe, practical, clean footwear that is appropriate for their role and the 
environment they are working in taking account of Health and Safety regulations.  Sport 
training shoes and flip-flops are unacceptable 

 

• Jewellery should be discreet and not impede staff carrying out their duties. Facial 
jewellery (other than single discreet earing/stud in ears) is not acceptable 
 

• Nail varnish and false nails extensions are not permitted for staff who handle food 
 

6 Issuing and Return of Uniform 

 
6.1 A clean uniform must be worn for each shift or work session.  To enable staff to wear 

clean clothing for each shift the Trust will provide sufficient uniforms to enable 
compliance i.e. 5 uniforms for full time staff and pro-rata for part time.   
Uniform and work wear requirements must be sent to candidates attending for interview, 
and raised at interview, to ensure any applicant knows what is required. It is their 
responsibility to raise any concerns prior to appointment. 
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6.2 Uniform will normally be issued to new staff at the beginning of their first shift. In 
exceptional circumstances uniform may not be ready and staff should apply the 
principles of this policy to wearing their own clothes for work. 
Staff will be asked to sign for uniforms and must return them, whatever their condition, 
when they leave the employment of SCHT. Appendix 2 shows the “Receipt and Return 
of Uniform Form”.  

 
6.3  Uniform will have name and title embroidered onto the left side upper chest. The 

company supply a standard font. No other badge is required other than Trust photo ID. 
Embroidery - NHS Logo Plus Up To 30 Characters (name and Job Title)  

 

7 Laundering Uniform 

 
7.1 Each member of staff issued with a uniform will be responsible for the laundering of the 

uniform. In line with the Linen Handling and Laundry policy (version 3 March 2012) staff 
uniforms may be laundered with other personal items of clothing. They should be 
laundered at the maximum temperature possible indicated on the items washing 
instructions (preferably a minimum of 60°C). They should then be steam ironed and/or 
tumble dried to further reduce the levels of microorganisms, and stored in a manner that 
reduces the risk of contamination. 

 
7.2 Staff should be aware that hand washing uniforms is ineffective and unacceptable and 

should not be undertaken. 
 
7.3 Physically soiled uniforms should receive a machine ‘sluice (rinse) cycle’ first, prior to the 

main wash, in order to avoid washing items by hand. 
 

8 Changing facilities  

 
8.1 All staff working within clinical areas where changing facilities are provided must change 

into and out of their uniforms on these premises.  
Staff working in a facility where changing facilities are not provided may wear their 
uniform to and from work but uniforms should be adequately covered when not in a 
clinical situation. Coats, if worn should be navy, black or appropriate to the colour of the 
uniform.  They must never be worn during direct patient care activities and folded 
inwards when taken off to prevent contamination of dress or tunic and trousers. 

8.2 Entering non Trust premises in uniform/clothing should be avoided where possible. Staff 
should not wear uniforms to meetings outside of the Trust unless this is unavoidable.  

 

9 Equality & Diversity 

 
9.1 The Trust always seeks to ensure non-discriminatory practice. If any member of staff 

feels that any of the content of this policy may cause them to compromise any of their 
personal beliefs and practices this should be brought to their manager’s attention and 
the Trust will consider each case individually in respect of this policy.  Guidance from 
professional bodies such as the General Medical council and Nursing and Midwifery 
Council as well as relevant case law will be taken account of in making any such 
decision. Cultural dress codes based on religion or belief should be considered 
sympathetically unless there are justifiable reasons, such as health and safety issues, for 
not permitting certain items of clothing.  
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10 Consultation and Approval Process 

10.1 Consultation Process 

The following Staff were consulted in the revision of this policy 

Clinical Managers 

Rachel Mole CSM Bridgnorth 

Rachael Brown CSM Bishops Castle and Ludlow 

Amanda Tuckwell CSM Whitchurch 

Samantha Townsend CSM Community Services  ICS 

Yvonne Gough CSM Community Services IDTs 

Wendy Sweeny CSM Prison Healthcare 

Kitt Poole 0-19 Service Manager T&W Professional Lead School Nursing 

Sarah Rock FNP Lead 

Gwyneth Bowyer 0-19 Service Manager Shropshire Professional Lead Health Visiting 

Michael OPrey Service Lead CAHMS 

Sally Crichton Service Manager Community Children’s Nursing 

Hillary Griggs Lead consultant Clinical Psychologist & Professional Lead Psychological 
Therapies 

Alison Parkinson CSM Targeted Children 

Chris Hodnett Children’s Community Physiotherapist 

Kate hidden Team Lead Children’s OT 

 

Heads of Nursing and Quality 

Angela cook 

Jo France 

 

Hotel Services Manager 

Kerri Swinbourne 

 

Head of Infection Prevention and Control 

Liz Watkins 

 

Heads of Nursing and Quality 

Angela cook 

Jo France 

 

Hotel Services Managers 

Kerri Swinbourne 

Harun Shama 
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Head of Infection Prevention and Control 

Liz Watkins 

 

The Policy was also presented at the Clinical forum 5th December 2017 

 

Consultation will be through the Joint Negotiating Partnership. 
 

10.2 Approval Process 

The Operational Quality and Safety Group will approve this policy and its approval will 
be notified to the Quality and Safety Committee. 

 

11 Dissemination 

 
This policy will be disseminated by the following methods: 

 

• Directors –within their areas of responsibility 

• Staff - via Inform article 

• Published on the Trust internet  

• Awareness raising by Managers and Service Leads at staff meetings 
 

12 Associated Documents 

 
This policy should be read in conjunction with: 

 

• Health and Safety Policy 

• Infection Prevention and Control Policies 

• Linen Handling and Laundry Policy 
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Appendix 1: Current uniforms 

STAFF GROUP UNIFORM 

 
Community Nurses / Community  
Hospital Nurses & Prison Nursing Staff 

 

Dress 
Senior Nurses: Navy  
Staff Nurse: Royal blue 
Nurse Associate: Pale blue with royal blue trim  
Trainee Nurse Associate:  Grey tunic with white trim  
Auxiliaries / Healthcare Support Staff: Light Blue 
 
Tunic /Trousers 
As above with blue or black trousers – straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow 
style) except for TNA who wear Grey Trousers 
 
Cardigan 
Navy 

Advanced Clinical Practitioner (ACP)  DRESS 
Navy Blue  
 
Tunic /Trousers/Scrubs 
As above with blue trouser  - straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow style) or 
scrubs for ward based staff  
 
Cardigan 
Navy 

Ward Managers Dress / Tunic 
Navy with red trim 
 
Trousers 
Blue or black  straight leg trousers  (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 
Cardigan 



 

  

 

 

 

STAFF GROUP UNIFORM 

Navy 

Community Matrons 
 

Dress / Tunic 
Navy with red trim 
 
Trousers 
Blue or black  straight leg trousers  (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 
Cardigan 
Navy 

Chiropody  / Podiatry Staff 
 

Dress / Tunic   
White with maroon trim or white coat with short sleeves 
 
Trousers  
Maroon  or charcoal grey trousers - straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 
Cardigan 
Maroon 

Hotel Services Community Hospitals 
Domestics 
 

Dress / Tunic 
Lilac 
 
Trousers 
Navy / Black straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 



 

  

 

 

 

STAFF GROUP UNIFORM 

Cardigan 
Navy 
 

Domestic Supervisor 
 

Dress / Tunic  
Aqua 
 
Trousers 
Navy / Black straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 
Cardigan 
Navy 
 

Cook 
 
 

Tunic’s 
Chefs’ whites / White polo tops, 
 
Trousers 
Blue and white checked / Black straight leg style  (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 
White  catering hats, Aprons 
 
Safety Shoes 
 

Catering Assistants Tunics 
White or Maroon Polo Tops 
 
Trousers 
Blue and white checked / Black straight leg style  (no boot-leg or narrow style) 



 

  

 

 

 

STAFF GROUP UNIFORM 

 
White catering  hats, Aprons  
 
Safety Shoes 
 

Porters 
 

Navy or blue collared shirt or Polo top and navy jumper 
 
Trousers 
Navy / Black straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 
Safety Shoes 
 

Housekeeper 
 

Dress / Tunic 
Pink 
 
Trousers 
Navy / Black straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 

 
Dentists 

Tunics  
Blue & White Tunics or white coat 

 
Dental Nurses 
 

Dress /Tunic 
White dress or white tunic with yellow trim 
 
Trousers 
Blue or Black straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 



 

  

 

 

 

STAFF GROUP UNIFORM 

Physiotherapists 
 

Dress / Tunic 
White tunic with blue trim 
 
Cardigan 
Blue 
 
Trousers 
Blue straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow style) 

Assistant Physiotherapist 
 

Tunic 
Sky Blue 
 
Cardigan 
Blue 
 
Trousers 
Blue straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 

Occupational Therapists  
 

Tunic 
White tunic with bottle green trim 
 
Cardigan 
Bottle green 
 
Trousers 
Bottle green straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 
 



 

  

 

 

 

STAFF GROUP UNIFORM 

 
Occupational Therapy Assistants 
 
 

Tunic  
Emerald Green 
 
Cardigan 
Bottle green 
 
Trousers 
Bottle green straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 

Radiographers 
 

Tunic 
White with maroon trim 
 
Trousers 
Maroon straight leg style (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 

Assistant Practitioners Tunics 
Assistant practitioners - qualified - will wear Turquoise  
 
Assistant practitioners – in training will wear White / Sky Blue 
 
Trousers  
Blue or black  straight leg trousers  (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 

Health Care Assistants Tunic 
Sky Blue with White trim 
 
Trousers  
Blue or black  straight leg trousers  (no boot-leg or narrow style) 



 

  

 

 

 

STAFF GROUP UNIFORM 

 

Podiatrist Tunic 
White tunic maroon trim 
 
Trousers  
Maroon  straight leg trousers  (no boot-leg or narrow style) 
 

 
 

NOTES 
 

• All uniform should be issued by the employing Trust, appropriate to post, staff required to wear a uniform are not permitted to wear 
non-uniform items 

• A clean uniform should be worn daily 

• Uniform to be laundered as directed by this policy 

• All tunics / dress / white coats to have short sleeves 

• For multi-disciplinary staff covering both Physiotherapy and Occupational Therapy functions either uniform can be adopted at the 
discretion of the manager 

• Physiotherapy and Occupational Therapy staff may at times wear polo shirts or sweat shirts if the work they are undertaking 
necessitates it: for example to run an exercise class.  In these cases the shirts must be the colour of the uniform tunic and 
embroidered with the Staff member’s name and title (as per Section 6.3).  Proprietary shirts may not be worn 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Appendix 2: Receipt and return of uniform form.  

 

 
Receipt and Return of Uniform Form 

 
(To be completed by the line manager when issuing uniform to staff.) 

 
Service:……………………………………………………………………………............. 

Name:……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Post and Grade:…………………………………………………………………………... 

Uniform Items Issued and Returned: 

Item: Number 
issued: 

Date: Number 
returned: 

Date: Condemned: 

Dress      

Trousers      

Tunic      

Cardigan      

Coat      

Sweatshirt      

Polo shirt      

 
Uniform Issue: 
 
Received by: 
(Signature)………………………………………………………………………………...... 

Issued by: (Name and Grade)…………………………………………………………… 

Uniform Returns: 
 
Received by: (Name and Grade)……………………………………………………… 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix 3 Equality Impact Assessment – POLICIES / STRATEGY 

1. Name of policy / strategy 
 

Uniform Policy and Dress code 

2. Aim and intended outcomes of the       
policy / strategy 
 

The policy details the requirements for all staff regarding the wearing of uniforms and a 
dress code for all other staff and achieving and maintaining the standards required by the 
Care Quality Commission and other national, regional or professional bodies. 
 

3. Name of lead Manager 
 

Andrew Thomas Head of Nursing and Quality (Adults) 

14 Impact assessment 

4. Does the policy/strategy target or exclude a      
    particular equality target groups listed? 
 

Race  No Policy is for all staff recruited to work  or volunteer for 
Shropshire community Health NHS Trust. Disability  No 

Gender No 

Age  No 

Sexuality  No 

Religion 
& Belief 

No 

Mental 
Capacity 

No 

5. Does the policy / strategy affect    
    disproportionately any of the equality target   
    groups listed? 
 

Race  No As an employer where everyone counts, SCHT should 
allow groups or individual employees to wear articles of 
clothing etc. that manifest their religious faith. Managers 
will need to justify the reasons for banning such items and 
should ensure they are not indirectly discriminating against 
these employees. Any restriction should be connected to a 
real professional or safety requirement This is in line with 
the views of professional regulatory bodies (notably GMC 
and NMC). 

Disability  No 

Gender  No 

Age  No 

Sexuality  No 

Religion 
& Belief 

Yes 

Mental 
Capacity 

No 



 

  

 

 

 

6. Are there barriers, which could inhibit  
    access to the benefits of the policy /     
    strategy? e.g.  Communication /    
    information, physical access, location,   
    sensitivity etc 
 

No Policy is for all SCHT employees , bank staff and 
volunteers.  

7. Does the policy/strategy give different    
    groups the same choices as everybody   
    else? 
 

No SCHT expects employees to respond to a patient’s 
individual needs. As an employer where everyone counts, 
SCHT should allow groups or individual employees to 
wear articles of clothing etc. that manifest their religious 
faith. Managers will need to justify the reasons for banning 
such items and should ensure they are not indirectly 
discriminating against these employees. Any restriction 
should be connected to a real professional or safety 
requirement 

8. List the available data (both quantitative    
    and qualitative) which will support the   
    impact assessment 
 

NHS employer’s guidance, Regulatory body guidance NMC & GMC. Infection Prevention 
and control Guidance. 

9. What level of impact will this policy /    
    strategy have on the different equality    
    target groups?  
 
    Please specify for each equality group. 
 

Race  Impacts on religion and belief. It is important that patients 
feel able to build relationships of trust and to communicate 
freely with each professional providing healthcare. In some 
situations this may require the professional to set aside 
personal and cultural preferences in order to provide 
effective care. 
 
 
 

Disability  

Gender 

Age  

Sexuality  

Religion & Belief 

Mental Capacity 

10. How is the effect of the policy/strategy on     
      different equality target groups going to be          
      monitored? 
 

Race  Clinical Incidents, Everyone counts group.  

Disability  

Gender  

Age  



 

  

 

 

 

     Please specify for each equality group. 
 

Sexuality  

Religion & Belief 

Mental Capacity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
2.0   Summary of the Impact Assessment 

15 It is important that patients feel able to build relationships of trust and to communicate freely with each professional providing healthcare. In some 
situations this may require the professional to set aside personal and cultural preferences in order to provide effective care. Cultural dress codes 
based on religion or belief should be considered sympathetically unless there are justifiable reasons 
16 3.0 Conclusion and Recommendations 

Cultural dress codes based on religion or belief should be considered sympathetically unless there are justifiable reasons  
 
4.0 Action Plan  

 
What monitoring information will you need in the future to assess if this policy component is having a negative impact?  Are any actions needed to 
ensure that information will be available? 

 

Recommendation Key activity Progress milestones Officer 
Responsible 

Progress 
made 

 
Cultural dress codes based on 
religion or belief should be 
considered sympathetically 
unless there are justifiable 
reasons, such as health and 

 
Identify at recruitment stage any cultural 
issues that may affect the candidate 
and ensure agreement of the approach 
is mutually agreed 

 
Staff affected are successfully 
recruited and adherence to the 
policy, or reasonable adjustment 
made 

 
Recruitment 
 

 



 

  

 

 

 

safety issues, for not permitting 
certain items of clothing. 
 

 
Sympathetically manage staff 
concerns with policy 
 

 
Identify and staffing incidents, and 
engagement with freedom to speak 
guardian in relation to difficulties in 
application of this policy 
 

 
Staff are able to discuss their 
concerns with this policy and 
reasonable adjustments made.  

 
Every one 
counts. SDG 
Q&S meetings 

 

     

     

     

 

 


